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Romania has always been in
fashion since the early days,
but often the world was quite
busy to realize it.
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CREATIVE
BRANDS
It is international recognition that made Romanian
designers think that there are other markets just waiting
to be conquered. Brands such as Jolidon among others are
international hits and young designers like Rozalb de Mura,
darlings of the international press. There is a strong Romanian
creative wave that has been manifesting itself lately in
cinematography and interior design as well. All of a sudden,
from a “lohn” country we became a “creative” one. And it is
this creativity that we showcased in Paris, Berlin, London,
Dubai and even Kuwait and, right now, in New York. Here are
10 creative brands to prove it.
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EUROM NKPT
ALISIA ENCO is a brand launched by Alice Botnarenco at
the end of 2014 with a core purpose of creating creative
designs and unconventional clothing apparel for
businesswomen, for women working in professional
domains where they need to observe a formal dress code,
but still wish to express their personality and unique style.
ALISIA ENCO, with its motto “For creative women in
business”, has at the center of its identity a must-have piece,
the business shirt, but reaches every aspect of a business
wardrobe.
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”A woman’s appearance in business is part of
her performance. My iconic piece is the white
shirt, which is “the black dress” in business. A
balanced shirt, impeccably crafted, naturally
woven, with smooth care for details is a
guaranteed business card for a successful
appearance. Beyond the overwhelming
standards of a simple white shirt, I’d like to
open a whole universe of possibilities to enjoy
a shirt in business.
I challenge businesswomen to awaken their
charisma, creativity and self-expression in
M: + 40 724 345 739
E: ae@alisiaenco.ro
A: Grirgore Manolescu no. 27,
District 1, Bucharest, Romania,
Postal code - 011234
www.alisiaenco.com

their business outfits.” – Alice Botnarenco,
Founder of ALISIA ENCO.
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ANDREA TINCU

Andreea Tincu is one of the most famous Romanian designers with a great experience in
fashion. She graduated the George Enescu University of Fine Arts in Iassy. For Andreea fashion is
a lifetime passion. As a teenager, she collaborated with many fashion houses, where she learned
a lot about the technical aspects of fashion. Before she started her own bussiness, she had
worked with a lot of well-known Romanian fashion designers. In addition to her brand, which is
named Andrea Tincu, she is the head designer of the Romanian brand for women, Sense, which
has a national chain of stores.
Andrea Tincu is a brand of ready-to-wear clothes and accessories. In a year, the designer shows
two main clothes collections. In addition to them, there are three secondary collections of silk
scarves, with prints which are made after the designer`s paintings, and hand-made accessories.
Andrea Tincu is created for women who understand and appreciate the unique and fresh
products with complex patterns, sophisticated finishes and original prints. The clothes made

by Andreea Tincu are a fusion between art and fashion. Andreea herself uses and wears natural
materials because they are excellent for the skin, eco-friendly and they represent the guarantee
of a ready-to-wear product.
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Andreea Tincu`s collections were shown on many runways in Europe (Kiev, Amsterdam, Vienna, Athens, Bucharest,
M: 0040733101939
E: sales@andreeatincu.com
A: Aleea Strugurilor, nr. 98, Iași,
Romania
WWW.ANDREATINCU.COM

Sarajevo, London, Iasi and Zagreb, to mention a few).
You can find more information about the designer in: La Poesia della loro e fashion stylists Collezioni100- (edit.
Logos Art, Italy, 2010) and in magazines such as Vogue Uk, Collezioni It, Elle, Marie Claire, Cosmopolitan, Beau
Monde, Viva, Advantages, Unica, The Institute and One.
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ARGO ART
My name is Andreea Buga and I am part of ARGO, an art company that discovers and gathers information about forgotten
Romanian artists and promotes their art in all fields. Our adventure is more powerful because we reunite two sides of art: art
history and design.
I graduated from the Faculty of Design, so what better idea could I have had other than creating objects? Not any kind
of objects, but art objects. I had a plan: I was to promote artists through fashion design and make them known to those
who love art and beauty. The motifs that gave birth to my first collection Oil on canvas | Silk on Skin were flowers from the
Romanian painter Alma Redlinger›s paintings, which I printed directly on silk. They represent the spirit of contemporary art
applied creatively to fashion design.
My second collection made one of Eva Cerbu›s dreams come true after 46 years: in 1970, Eva Cerbu, a Romanian
contemporary graphic artist, wished to print her works on textiles. Using the same artistic concept, ARGO by Andreea Buga
launched the Carousel Collection. With a pure and light design, I’ve created art pieces by printing Eva Cerbu’s most beautiful
works on natural fabrics, such as silk, cotton, linen and bamboo.
Since I love ART and we share our passion through our collections, we’ve made clothing pieces – dresses, skirts, trousers,
blouses and tops – in bright colors and soft touches, for a special spring – summer time, influenced by the artist’s full of
life vibration. To complete the work of the artist Eva Cerbu, ARGO has created the Autumn/Winter collection E-TOPIA, with
luxurious and sophisticated fabrics: silk, velvet, wool, cashmere and angora, printed with Eva Cerbu’s graphics from the
«Fishermen” series. The artist made her serigraphs in four colors: ocher, green, blue and purple, colors that I chose as the
signature ones for my micro collection, reunited in an elegant and wearable art collection.
Wear the Art, this is the message ARGO is spreading. Choose one of our pieces and you will promote an artist worldwide,
touch our creations and you will feel on your skin the essence of ART.
Make ART part of your attitude.
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M: 0040727724581
E: andreea.buga@argoart.ro
A:Calea Grivitei 158, sc. A, ap. 35,
sector 1, București,
010745, Romania
www.andreeabuga.ro
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EXE
EXE opened its first store at the beginning of the year 2014. From
this point out, EXE emerged into the world of fashion. At the core
of the EXE project lies the willingness of being actively involved
throughout the stages a fashion garment is going through, starting
with the fabric acquisition, continuing with the transformation of
this fabric into a final garment. The key feature of the EXE garments
consists of the fact that all of them are fully created in-house and
commercialized within modern and original locations, “tailored” in
“consonance” with the unique EXE style.
Currently, the EXE products can be found in the United Kingdom
(London), Japan (Tokyo), Romania (Bucharest, Constanta, Timisoara)
and the United Arab Emirates (Dubai). We believe and state
that “we are creating, not mass-producing”, meaning that all
EXE products are produced in limited numbers, being created
in our own workshop. Furthermore, we celebrate each person’s
individuality by considering that all of our customers deserve to
have the chance to wear unique garments that showcase how
different and bold they are.
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Most of the EXE designs are linear and
geometrical because of our love for
architecture. Product details have been
designed according to the architecture of
various places from different countries all
over the world. This factor, combined with the
underground and urban lifestyle, also plays a
key role when developing the patterns of our
products.
Taking all of this into consideration New
York is the perfect match for us to showcase
EXE. All of the EXE high quality fabrics are
rigorously selected and imported from
Italy and Portugal. The main chromatics is
monochrome, but lately EXE also included
M: +40720300800
E: enache@exestore.ro
A: Mircea cel Batran, nr.113,
Constanta, 90059,Romania
www.exestore.ro

a few beige variations within the latest
collections.
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CONFECȚII
INTEGRATE
MOLDOVA
It all started 25 years ago, when a Romanian Medical School
graduate had a dream: to create clothes that were practical and
feminine at the same time. Her name is Irina Schrotter and today she
is living that dream, becoming a well-known brand sold across 4
continents, in 17 countries. It is a modern story about believing in
your dreams and strengths, in focusing on what women really need
to wear – a practical formula that helps them to look powerful, yet
feminine. For Irina, clothes shouldn’t be boring and they should help
women define who they are and help them to achieve their goals.
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She is constantly focusing on shapes and details, creating an everyday
wardrobe that can be easily mixed and matched in a generous
number of looks. In 2001 the brand went global, presenting its
collections at Mercedes Benz Berlin Fashion Week, MQ Vienna Fashion
Week and at important fashion fairs in Paris and Milan. It was an
instant hit and her creations were acclaimed by prestigious magazines
such as Vogue, Style.com, Glamour, Elle, In Style, Grazia and at Le Mag
broadcast from Euro News Channel.

M: 0040 232 415793
E: aura.popa@irinaschrotter.ro
A: Bucium str. No. 34- Iasi
700265 – Romania
www.irinaschrotter.ro
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MD FASHION LAB
Mirela Diaconu is the designer and founder of Mirela Diaconu
Studio – a brand that puts women first. Her imagination and
creativity drive her to create elegant dresses, glamourous
evening gowns and wedding dress masterpieces that are
every girl’s desire. Her creations and signature collections
are a combination of the latest fashion trends, fabrics and
embellishments. Every piece designed by Mirela Diaconu
captures a woman’s sophistication and femininity.
The core of the brand is represented in each of her collections
with a touch of extraordinary and a hint of eccentricity using
contrasting fabrics and designs to accentuate and emphasize
the female silhouette.
This fusion of luxurious and simple designs, exceptional fabrics
and sometimes formal elements are adapted perfectly to the
pieces she creates and the requirements of contemporary
fashion.
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For her, fashion represents a profound and complex story that
needs to be told. There is no need to speak the story when a
woman wears one of her designs, the dress speaks for itself. It
tells a story of mystery, sincerity, strength and sophistication, you
decide by wearing one of her creations what story you want told.
Mirela Diaconu got her degree in fashion design at NABA (Nuova
Accademia di Belle Arti) and an Accessories Designer diploma at
Domus Academy, both in Milan.

M: 0724741104
E:contact@mireladiaconu.com
A: Str Aviator Petre Cretu 64A,
sector 1, Bucuresti
www.mireladiaconu.com
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NISSA
MANUFACTURE
The NISSA brand started as a desire to answer a well-known question all
women have in mind: what should I wear today?
The small family business started in 1993 with the purpose of making every
woman happy, no matter the cost. It all began with a dream: a little girl who
used to try on her mother’s shoes, who later developed a passion for fashion,
designers and catwalks. She started her career in the fashion industry, as a
model, learning the tricks of the trade. Experienced and ready for the next
step, she began to create an exclusive brand, alongside her sister and mother.
Nowadays, the idea has turned into a resounding success, as passion for the
feminine universe with refinement and elegance has met new levels, step by
step, from woman to woman.
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NISSA focuses on top quality, a classic style with contemporary romance
and retro lines for a complete sense of femininity and in a continuous search
of originality, year after year. The NISSA woman is described through her
refinement, power, confidence and style, always seen and admired, even from
far away.
With Coterie being a leading international event, and in light of NISSA having
just opened its first US-based retail store in the US, at Aventura Mall, in Miami,
Florida, NISSA is looking forward to showcasing the Fall-Winter 2019-2018
collection in New York. The -1740square-foot store is located among the world’s
most recognized retailers in Aventura Mall, ranked as one of the nation’s top five
grossing shopping centers.
The Nissa story continues, along its impeccable guidelines and principles,
always fulfilling the wishes of women, by making every day a special one.

M: 0040 21 2505 199
E:mbildea@nissa.ro
A: 82 Baicului Street,
Bucharest, Romania
www.nissa.com
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PETITE COCO
Petite Coco, a romantic luxury brand for children special
occasion wear, is all about the finest cuts and designs combined
with the most precious fabrics and accessories. We really
appreciate natural, delicate types of silk that give the smallest
children’s outfits the elegance of evening gowns. Also, we make
a point in using haute couture techniques and high-quality
finishings in our collections, with the utter attention to details.
Altogether with the fact that each piece of outfit is designed
and handcrafted individually by a team of dreamy creative
people, here in Romania, in a limited number of pieces, we make
our garments small demi-couture jewels meant to be worn in
very special moments, by our very special children.
From 3 months to 14 years, we dress the cutest little young
ladies, since 2010.
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Don›t miss the chance to meet us and our designs in February
2018, in New York, at one of the most important fashion events
for children in the industry, children’s Club Trade Show. We will
be there in order to develop our presence on the international
market, especially in the USA, trying to reach out to the
specialized buyers in their quest for new high-quality boutique
brands.
Romantic luxury wear label for children 0 to 14, especially
created for special occasions, precious gifts or just very stylish
appearances.

M: +4 0730 094 015
E: contact@petitecoco.ro
A: Str. Constantin Daniel, nr. 4,
Sector 1, Bucuresti, Romania
www.petitecoco.ro
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SMIRODAVA
Smirodava SA Roman is a factory with experience in manufacturing of flat knitted garments, with 30 years of uninterrupted activity. This was
possible with a competitive management supported by professional staff.
The main activity is the manufacturing of pullovers, waistcoats, jackets, dresses, twin sets and other similar items in a very different range of
knitting. The production is made in our own space (area of 8000 sqm). Smirodava has a maximum capacity is 50,000 units/month, %90 being for
export.
The products are made based on our own designs, or in CMT based on the models supplied by customers. With a professional sampling
department that permanently tries new raw materials, new structures of knitting and cuttings trended with international fashion, Smirodava has
a well-defined style and own personality, our name being recognized on the international knit-wear market.
We use top-quality yarns made in Romania or the EU (i.e., Spain, Germany, Italy among others). We use cotton, wool, mohair, viscose, acrylic, and
blends (wool blended with silk, alpaca, flax, acrylic and the cotton blended with natural silk, viscose, linen, acrylic). We are giving a particular
importance to the use of quality and trendy accessories (beads, staples, zip fasteners, buckles, buttons).
All the suppliers are well selected on exclusive quality criteria and promptitude in deliveries.
All through the years, the managerial team was continuously interested in increasing of productivity; reducing the costs through permanent
investments in state of the art equipment. In the center of the managerial policies was the permanent attention and preoccupation for the
satisfaction of the requirements, of the exactingness and expectations of the customers. In order to assure a high standard of quality through the
products and the jobs offered, we have had implemented the Quality Management System the Quality ISO 2001 :9001 since the year 2004.
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M: 0040233741732
E: sorin@caremil.net
A: Roman , str Profesor
Dumitru Martinas nr. 6,
Romania
www.smirodava.ro
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WEBSERVICE
CONSULTING
WebService Consulting offers tech-oriented consulting services that
aim to bridge the Online with the Offline world in a logical and useful
way. Fashion industry is our main field of expertise, whether we talk
about B2B or B2C, Mobile or SaaS based Offline2Online
(O2O) solutions.
Our projects are the reflection of our core belief - that evolution arises
only when we dare to challenge the status-quo of any
process or industry. We do that by mixing creative thinking with past,
current and future technologies while keeping in mind that human
behavior stays at the center of any action. Therefore, we create tech
solutions for the fashion industry designed to pass the most difficult
test in the world - time. We chose Coterie to launch our US
operations because we consider that New York is the place to be in
the fashion industry.
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We will present basic services such as digital apparel design, CAD
based prototyping solutions but most importantly we will showcase
fresh innovative tech solutions for B2B & B2C fashion eCommerce
as well as world’s 1st mobile app that helps apparel retailers and
professional buyers purchase, organize and sell their buyings right
from the trade-show ﬂoor.
WebService Consulting represents the one stop shop for any fashion
professional that wants to scale-up their business by adopting new
technologies and social-media focused marketing strategies built on
data-driven people behavior market indicators.

M: +40 784 587 178
A: Bdul Carol I nr. 48, Iași,
700170, România
www.webservice.ro/

CREATIVE BRANDS

Ministry for the Business
Environment, Commerce and
Entrepreneurship, 152 Calea
Victoriei str., Bucuresti, Sector 1,
010096, Romania imm.gov.ro

Future in Textile Association,
34 Bucium str.,Iasi, 700265, Iasi,
Romania
www.fit21.ro

